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ake no mistake, software solutions are an integral part
of maximising productivity in every area of business
and companies need to understand that ERP implementation is
a journey that requires taking ownership of systems from the
get-go. Businesses will benefit from an ERP system that evolves
as part of the organisation’s DNA. For more on the survey
results, have a look at p. 8.
Driving innovation and harnessing the workforce were the
topics up for discussion at the IBM IaaS Showcase Executive
Forum, featured on p. 15. This was where CIOs, IT architects and
engineers discovered how to build on the potential of hybrid
cloud.
Skills development and training in the ICT Industry need some
drastic assistance. p.22 and p. 23 sport the latest examples in the
fight to improve skills in our industry.
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COMPUTING
SA scientist wins
US$25 000 prize
Hundreds of innovators,
entrepreneurs, government
officials, media and His Majesty
King Mohammed VI of Morocco
all graced the Innovation Prize
for Africa 2015 Awards with
their presence on 14 May, hosted
Lesley Erica Scott
by the African Innovation
Foundation in Morocco. South African scientist professor Lesley Erica
Scott was awarded the Special Prize for Social Impact, receiving US$25
000 and value-added services for developing the SmartSpotTBCheck.
www.theinnovationhub.com

Dell broadens storage portfolio
Dell has several new storage offerings designed to help businesses and
organisations cost-effectively adapt and scale their data centres to keep
pace with ever-increasing IT demands. Dell’s future-ready approach
to IT solutions development continues to address both current and
new methods for managing the massive growth of data with the
announcement of a new, entry-level array series, higher performing
dense storage arrays, enhanced software capabilities and new SDS
appliances. “Dell continues to redefine the economics of enterprise
storage, offering customers of all sizes world-class storage solutions
that remove complexity, lower cost and deliver impressive long-term
value,” said Francois Smith, enterprise and field marketing for Dell SA.
www.dell.co.za

Redefining
performance,
efficiency
EMC Corporation has announced
major new platforms and
enhancements that span the portfolio
of EMC XtremIO, EMC VMAX3, VCE,
EMC VNX, EMC Data Domain and
EMC Data Protection Suiteproducts.
Servaas Venter, EMC
The world is going through
unprecedented transformation. By 2020, more than 7 billion people
will connect to the Internet using 30 billion devices. With people,
businesses and things communicating, transacting and negotiating
with each other, a new world of digital business emerges.
www.emc.com

Dell continues innovation
As part of its commitment to working with educational leaders and
institutions to help innovate the learning experiences of students
around the world, Dell recently announced a range of new additions
to its industry-leading portfolio of education solutions: the Dell
Chromebook 11; Venue 10 and Venue 10 Pro 5000 Series tablets;
Latitude 11 Education Series; and the Dell Interactive Projector S510.
“The classroom is changing quickly, and innovative technology
is a major way for students to enjoy a collaborative educational
experience,” said BoitumeloKgonare, client product marketing
manager at Dell SA.
www.dell.co.za

MANAGE RISK AND
DELIVER SECURITY
IN THE ERA OF
DIGITAL BUSINESS
28 July 2015, CTICC, Cape Town
30 July 2015, SCC, Johannesburg
RE-EVALUATE RISK AND SECURITY PRIORITIES FOR THE DIGITAL BUSINESS AGE
In order to achieve success, security and risk leaders must embrace new approaches to
digital business while continuing to mitigate enterprise risk. This conference will provide
you with best practices and strategies needed to maintain cost-effective security and risk
programs in order to support digital business and drive enterprise success.
For agenda details and on-line registration please visit www.gartner.co.za/security2015 or Call: +27 (0)21 794 4569
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COMMENT
By BONNIE TUBBS

Stop being so selfie-ish
The selfie is here to stay.
there) in 2002, but it
became increasingly
acceptable over the
following decade
as the celebrities
we entrust with
our children’s
admiration gave it
momentum.

Senseless
snowball
cap

A

m I the only one who has an almost
unhealthy aversion to what is
undoubtedly one of the digital era’s biggest
(if not the biggest) trends: selfies?
Over 257 million Instagram users would
have me believe I am. That is about the
number of results that come up if you
search #selfie on the popular photo sharing
social network – 257 978 548 to be exact –
which is already about three million more
than it was on Monday (#scary).
That, and the fact that smartphone
manufacturers are starting to make
purpose-made selfie cellphones. And
people are buying them, maybe even based
on that hook.
Just a week ago, HTC unveiled its latest
flagship, the HTC One M9 – a quick dabble
with which reveals the front-facing
camera yields far better results than the
back camera, which is supposed to be the
star capturer.
Last year, Huawei’s entire marketing
campaign for its high-end Ascend P7 centred
on its superior selfie-taking capability.
Alas, the selfie has become one of the
most practised, posted, talked about – and
even sung about – phenomena (and I don’t
mean that with any of the respect the word
usually connotes) on the World Wide Web.
Don’t get me wrong; I am as up for a bit
of fun and shameless self-promotion as
the next person, but the whole thing has
started getting out of hand.
Apparently, the word selfie was first
used by an intoxicated Aussie (no surprises
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What is the
motivation behind
the selfie? Who
knows? I’d take
a stab and say the desperate desire for
validation. Whatever the reason, by the
time selfie number 537 had replaced actual
meaningful content on the platforms I use
for information and decent entertainment,
I’d had enough.
Adding insult to injury, Oxford
Dictionaries went and encouraged the
whole ludicrous movement by naming
selfie word of the year in 2013. It is now
defined – in black and white in a reputable
global manuscript – as: “A photograph
that one has taken of oneself, typically one
taken with a smartphone or Web cam and
uploaded to a social media Web site.”
As if that wasn’t enough, the word has
started breeding. Now, you get silly spinoffs like groufie (three or more people in a
selfie); helfie (a selfie depicting how hellish
the subject’s life is); beardie (a clever
derivative meaning a beard selfie); and even
a derriere selfie – or belfie (yes, a photo of
one’s butt).
This last holiday season even saw the rise
of a selfie accessory – a stick that allows
users to take selfies without getting the
usual arm shot, via Bluetooth. If I am not
mistaken, there is a belfie version of the
apparatus as well.

Selfie scourge
It’s not just that selfies are annoying; they
can be downright dangerous – in more
ways than one.
A selfie has the potential to end in
tragedy. A week ago, Durban student Nicci

Redelinghuys caused a national ruckus
when she proudly demonstrated how not to
pose for a selfie – hanging out of the window
of your car while driving on a highway. No
harm came to her, unless you count viral
castigation and her father banning her social
media use as harmful (many social media
junkies would consider this harm).
Courtney Sanford wasn’t as fortunate.
The American national died in a head-on
collision on a US highway last April, one
minute after posting a selfie on Facebook of
herself while driving. She was 32.
Selfies can also become an obsession,
with consequences much like those
associated with hard drugs.
About a year ago, a youngster called
Daniel Bowman became so obsessed with

Apparently, the
word selfie was
first used by an
intoxicated Aussie
(no surprises there)
in 2002.
taking selfies and with achieving the perfect
digital self-portrait that he actually tried to
kill himself when he couldn’t get it right.
The 19-year-old apparently spent 10
hours a day snapping himself up to 200
times with his iPhone. He dropped out of
school and remained housebound for six
months. He even lost 13kg to make himself
“look better” in selfies.
Another near-tragedy averted, Bowman
eventually attempted suicide by chemical
overdose, but failed.
But death, near death, mental illness
aside, there is no quelling the craze − for as
long as phone manufacturers, celebrities,
social media platforms and advertising
drives keep encouraging it, the selfie is here
to stay. Much to the distaste of the 3 100
users who have shared #selfiehater posts on
Instagram, I’m sure.

Company News
Compiled by Clare Matthes

BUSINESS
Thinking outside
the box
Two innovative interns at
Attix5 have come up with an
imaginative and effective way
to communicate the evolution
of data backup methodology
and technology, by capturing
the essence of the subject in a
short movie using Lego. “I echo
the sentiment of all members of
staff at Attix5 when I say these
two skilled individuals did a
Robert Kellerman, Attix 5
sterling job… we look forward
to welcoming them back during the next holiday,” says Robert
Kellerman, Attix5 marketing manager.
www.attix5.com

Datacentrix wins
major contract again
Mining giant Exxaro has extended a five-year outsourcing
contract with Datacentrix for the second time. The extended deal
will see Datacentrix continue to manage Exxaro’s operations
integration, enterprise services, and services relating to
the company’s sites, network, servers and storage. “With a
partnership spanning more than a decade, Datacentrix has
moved beyond being Exxaro’s technology partner to becoming a
trusted advisor, one that is seen as an extension of Exxaro itself
rather than an external service provider,” explains Abrie Peens,
outsource and managed services MD at Datacentrix.
www.datacentrix.co.za

TomTom’s Traffic Index reveals
tough times for commuters
TomTom (TOM2) recently released its annual Traffic Index,
highlighting the impact of traffic congestion in over 200 cities
around the world. According to TomTom traffic data, the global
trend reveals evening rush hour is the most congested time
of day, with bottlenecks nearly doubling journey times. In
2014, the average commuter spent an extra 100 hours a year
travelling during rush hour. However, South Africa is unique in
its position – all major cities’ statistics showcase the morning
commute as the most congested for SA’s big cities, Monday
morning being the worst.
www.tomtom.com

Adapt or die
The digital economy has arrived. No matter what business you
are in, your world is changing because digital is rewriting the
rules, said Neil Jacobsohn, CEO of FutureWorld and keynote
speaker at ITWeb’s inaugural Digital Economy Summit.
“Customers are already digital – if businesses don’t follow this
world, they will fail, sooner rather than later,” he added. This
exciting new event was the first to tackle the digital economy in
SA – sketching the digital scenario of the future and providing
practical, hard-hitting advice on how technology organisations
must evolve to support the business.
www.itweb.co.za

EET gets business award
As the “National Public Champion” for Denmark, EET Group/
EET Europarts is now going head-to-head with the other 32
National Public Champions in a second public vote, competing
for the title of “European Public Champion”. Chosen as one of 33
National Public Champions, out of 709 businesses, EET Group/
EET Europarts will now compete in a second public vote, and will
result in the company with the most votes being announced as
the overall European Public Champion. “We are extremely proud
to be named the National Public Champion for Denmark, based
on the votes from the public,” says group CEO John Thomas.
za.eetgroup.com

MTN backs ICT entrepreneurs
MTN Business has embarked on a long-term supplier development
programme that will empower young, black entrepreneurs to
take their place at the forefront of South Africa’s evolution to a
knowledge-based economy. “For MTN Business, local supplier
development is more than a box-ticking exercise,” says Alpheus
Mangale, chief enterprise officer at MTN Business. “It’s true
that enterprise and supplier development has taken on a new
significance in the revised BBBEE codes, but we’re looking beyond
these metrics to make a more tangible impact on the economy.
Our programme is aligned with the National Development Plan’s
goals of addressing poverty alleviation and real empowerment by
creating a new class of young, black entrepreneurs.”
www.mtnbusiness.co.za

RDB embarks
on ITIL
The Information Technology
Infrastructure Library
(ITIL) provides best
practices that organisations
all over the world have
been using to provide the
effective management of
IT infrastructure, service
delivery and support.
However, while ITIL is
traditionally seen as the
province of large enterprises,
it can be equally beneficial
for small and medium-sized
companies. “The ITIL and ISO
20 000 certifications provide
value to the company and
customers alike, offering
improved service delivery
and processes,” says
Jaroslav Cerny, CEO of RDB
Consulting. “The perception
of these certifications as
exclusively for big companies
is a narrow view of the
benefits that can be achieved
by businesses of all sizes.”
www.rdbconsulting.com

UCS announces
Trace
membership
UCS Technology Services
underscored its commitment
to best business practice and
corporate transparency with
its being awarded a Trace
International Membership
Certification. This globally
recognised accreditation
endorses UCS TS’s commitment
to transparency and antibribery in its transactions, and
augments a well-defined set of
corporate values informing UCS
TS’s solid business governance.
Trace, a non-profit member
organisation, provides antibribery compliance solutions
to companies and their
intermediaries worldwide. Its
core offerings of due diligence
reporting, model compliance
policies, anti-bribery training,
and research on corporate
best practices, speak to UCS
TS’s culture of integrity and
openness.
www.ucsts.com
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BUSINESS
The problem
with DLP
Dtex Systems, the developer
of SystemSkan, recently did
a review with several clients
to look at the reasons why
data loss prevention (DLP)
fails. “Despite spending
billions on DLP technology,
enterprises still leak data
every day. We repeatedly
hear the same stories from
companies struggling to get
value out of DLP,” says John
Mc Loughlin, MD of J2
Software, the African
distributor of SystemSkan.
www.j2.co.za

John McLoughlin, J2 Software

Exacq mixes
with Mango +
Mate Viper

Striata acquires
Mass Transmit

Exacq Technologies recently
announced an integration
with Mango + Mate Viper
automated licence plate
recognition (ALPR). The
combination of exacqVision
video management system
software and Viper ALPR
gives customers a unified
solution within one interface.
The Viper ALPR solution
is a standalone all-inone plug-n-play system
that automatically detects
vehicle licence plates for
fixed installations up to the
speed of 30mph. The Viper
ALPR system analyses the
video input, captures vehicle
licence plates and sends
results to the hosted server.
Within the exacqVision Viper
ALPR integration, users
can view video associated
with detected licence plate
readings. Users can also create
alarms that will be triggered if
certain licence plate numbers
pass through an area, sending
a notification through
exacqVision.
www.tycosecurityproducts.
com
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Striata recently announced
an agreement to acquire
Mass Transmit. Financial
terms of the transaction were
not disclosed. “Combining
our resources with Mass
Transmit’s services and
platforms means we can
deliver the full spectrum
of digital messaging, from
secure document delivery
and transactional messaging
to online marketing and
business communications,”
says Michael Wright, CEO
of Striata. Adam HoldenBache, Mass Transmit’s CEO,
points out the combination
of the two companies creates
an attractive option for any
business requiring e-billing,
e-document delivery or
e-mail marketing solutions.
“With our combined
capabilities, we can help
businesses achieve paperless
goals, as well as assist
marketers fully execute
complex digital e-marketing
campaigns, while ensuring
compliancy and consistency
in their marketing
messages.”
www.striata.com

Wipro partners with GIBS
Wipro recently announced its partnership with the Gordon
Institute of Business Science (GIBS), a leading business school
in SA, for a first-of-its-kind ‘Future CIO’ programme. Wipro
and GIBS have come together to co-design this programme,
which aims to build future technology leaders. The programme’s
objective is to impart leadership skills, build proficiency in
technologies of the future and help mould leaders with a
globalised outlook that will enable them to successfully lead their
organisations into the future. The unique selling point of this
programme is that the nominations will have to come directly
from the CEOs and boards of their respective organisations,
across industry sectors, in SA.
www.wipro.com

Green SMEs get a boost
The Innovation Hub and the Uitenhage Despatch Development
Initiative have committed to support SMEs in the Eastern Cape
that are in the low-carbon sector. To cement the partnership, a
memorandum of understanding (MOU) was signed at the Green
Technologies and Innovations for Inclusive Growth Conference,
hosted by the Climate Innovation Centre (CIC) South Africa. The
MOU extends the service offerings of the CIC throughout SA and
will strengthen and co-ordinate the respective efforts of the CIC
SA by accelerating growth and development of environmentally
friendly SMEs in the Eastern Cape.
www.theinnovationhub.com

Epicor names winners
Epicor Software Corporation recently announced the winners
of its 2015 Channel Partner Awards for EMEA and Asia Pacific.
The Epicor Channel Partner Awards honour partners for their
continued success and achievements in supporting Epicor solutions
across the globe. All recipients were selected by Epicor based on
exceptional performance in market growth, customer satisfaction,
total sales and overall commitment to Epicor solutions. Partners
were recognised for areas including transaction size and
revenues generated. In addition, the Epicor Inspired Innovation
Awards were given to a number of partners for their continued
commitment and success in supporting Epicor growth and success
across the globe.
www.epicor.com

End of the spreadsheet?
According to international specialist consultant and business
architect Bora Perzic, today’s business management is run on
traditional spreadsheets because they are relatively easy to use.
However, he points out that while it is easy to start inputting data
and sharing the spreadsheets, management becomes problematic
as a result of the very nature of the spreadsheets. What’s needed,
according to Perzic, is a tool that can combine the simplicity
of traditional spreadsheets with the sharing enabled by Web
applications. Perzic has developed just such an application as a proof
of concept for specialist database consulting house RDB Consulting.
www.rdbconsulting.com

Company News

BUSINESS
TradeSwitch is
the back bone
of prepaid
ecosystem
MobileData has positioned
its enterprise service
platform TradeSwitch to
help stakeholders leverage
high growth projected for
the prepaid ecosystem.
“This standalone platform
enables prepaid ecosystems
by fast integrations into
producers of virtual
products and services.
Connectors can rapidly
Willem Scholtz, MobileData
be developed to mobile
networks, utility providers, banks, insurance companies and
various other producers of virtual goods and services,” says Willem
Scholtz, business analyst at MobileData.
www.mobile-data.co.za

Datacentrix
applauded for
innovation
Datacentrix recently received
the Frost & Sullivan 2015
Southern African IT Systems
Integration Competitive
Strategy Innovation and
Leadership Award. Each year,
Frost & Sullivan presents this
award to the company that
has leveraged competitive
intelligence to successfully
execute an aggressive strategy
that results in stronger
Ahmed Mahomed, Datacentrix
market share, positioning
and customer satisfaction.
“Receiving the Frost & Sullivan award is evidence of Datacentrix’s
commitment to providing competitive and innovative ICT solutions to
our customers,” says Ahmed Mahomed, CEO of Datacentrix.
www.datacentrix.co.za

Register Now!

REGISTER NOW!

28 - 30 September 2015, CTICC, Cape Town, South Africa

3 Days, Over 80 Presentations, 19 Top Global Analysts.

For agenda details and on-line registration please visit www.gartner.co.za/symp15 or Call: +27 (0)21 794 4569
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TECHFORUM
SA needs alternatives, says DVT

Everyday problem analysis

There are already a handful of established mobile payment systems
in the local market. The likes of SnapScan, FlickPay and Zapper
all claim to offer effortless, contactless mobile payment via your
smartphone or tablet, and each have their own established and
growing customer base. While these systems are seemingly smart
and efficient, they are notably more cumbersome than the newer
NFC systems. QR is less flexible than NFC, and while some apps
give payers some degree of flexibility, QR codes are generally fixed,
and have to be regenerated if any of the information they hold
needs to be changed. Herein lies the opportunity for smart South
African developers looking to leapfrog the technology we already
have, and steal a march on the technology that’s yet to come.
www.dvt.co.za

The Kepner-Tregoe (KT) problem analysis process was created
by documenting the thought processes of successful problemsolvers, says Jonathan Hill, technical consultant at Dee Smith &
Associates. “The methodology was developed to address certain
types of functions that we often have to fulfil on a daily basis.
These functions may be problem-solving, decision-making or
forward-planning. For these, KT developed distinct processes,
namely: situation appraisal, problem analysis, decision analysis
and potential problem analysis. The purpose behind each of the
processes is to give its users access to the same logical thought flow
whenever they carry out the said functions,” says Hill.
www.deesmith.co.za

Are you POPI compliant?

Manufacturing and design are two of the rare industries where
small companies have the ability to take on large corporations
globally and vice versa. In this climate, the harsh realities of
business are exposed and the importance of a competitive
advantage is amplified. As a result, the ongoing competitive
pressure drives organisations to constantly review their
development processes and come up with new ways to innovate
and create; at the end of the day, nobody wants to get left behind.
Rapid product development (RPD) plays a crucial role in these
industries, as it decreases the time it takes for products to get to
market and also provides businesses with the opportunity to create
better, innovative products, says Chris Buchanan, Client Solutions
director at Dell.
www.dell.co.za

In today’s digital age, businesses rely largely on electronic storage,
transmission and disposal of documents. However, a number of
industries still require paper-based documentation in order to
function. In many cases, these documents are sensitive, and even
in those instances where they contain no confidential information,
their disposal can be a headache for companies. “Throwing
away reams of printed documents is inefficient,” says Frikkie
Koegelenberg, CCO of PDC. “We are committed to only supplying
the highest quality products, which is why the inAni range of
shredders is imported from Europe.”
www.tpdc.co.za

Breaking down
barriers
The way companies operate
has fundamentally been altered
in light of new digital forms of
communication, particularly
mobile. The barriers between
work and home are increasingly
hazy, thanks to smartphones
and tablets, and people have
a wider choice on how and
where to communicate. Where,
in the past, communication
was limited to landlines and
snail mail, then to e-mail
and cellphones, modern
communication occurs through
a wider variety of endpoints
than ever before. According
to Stuart Hardy, Business Unit
manager at EOH-NS, unified
communications (UC) breaks
down the barriers between
these, allowing for seamless
contact, regardless of location,
via a choice of different
mediums. With UC, one number
allows a person to be reached on
any device.
www.eoh-ns.co.za
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Strengthening
the mature
security program
Continuous end-point visibility
has a massive role to play in
mature security programs.
J2 Software’s customers with
mature security programs have
invested heavily in perimeter
security, logging, and enhanced
server-endpoint controls, and
still see significant improvement
in their security posture from
the endpoint visibility and risk
scoring delivered by Dtex’s
SystemSkan, says John Mc
Loughlin, J2 Software MD. In
order to further strengthen the
mature security program, you
must know what is happening
with your internal, trusted users.
Understanding how the users are
actually using their machines,
the data they are accessing, and
how they move it around, will
give you the information you
need to make better decisions,
ensure policy compliance,
reduce risk and cut costs.
www.j2.co.za

Designing at the speed of thought

IoT shaping SA

Rean van Niekerk, Metacom

The Internet of Things is
already helping to shape South
Africa, says Rean van Niekerk,
MD of Metacom. Its influence
is set to increase dramatically
in the next few years, as the
impact of new technologies is
felt. “The terminology is new,
but the practice is not,” says
Van Niekerk.
www.metacom.co.za

Data management
has unique challenges
The impact of load shedding on an organisation’s data management
capabilities is adding a level of uncertainty to boardroom
discussions about technology that are already strained by issues
of mobility, big data, and which cloud option to use. Even
in countries with reliable electricity supply, these trends in
technology are forcing organisations into a data management
impasse from which only equally new technologies can extricate
them. The sheer volumes of data that organisations must gather,
store, move, analyse, and exploit, whether in the cloud, onpremises, or in a hybrid model, simply cannot be managed by the
traditional approach or the traditional means.
www.netapp.com

Company News

SOFTWARE
TIBCO releases
Live Datamart
2.0
TIBCO Software recently
announced the release of
TIBCO Live Datamart 2.0,
the second generation of
the Live Datamart concept,
pioneered by TIBCO. TIBCO
Live Datamart 2.0 breaks
new ground with the latest
implementation of its
industry-first Continuous
Query Processor for streaming
data, new Javascript APIs,
Internet of things support,
and native support for inmemory data grid technology
with TIBCO ActiveSpaces. The
TIBCO StreamBase LiveView
Desktop also contains major
enhancements, including
enterprise failover capability.
TIBCO Live Datamart connects
directly to streaming data,
creates an in-memory image
of those streams, and provides
an ad hoc query mechanism
that returns continuous,
real-time results and alerts to
end-users.
www.tibco.co.za

M-Files 2015
available now
Deltalink Consulting recently
announced the immediate
availability of M-Files 2015,
the latest major product
release of the M-Files
enterprise information
management (EIM) solution
that includes the ability to
create graphical workflows
to optimise business process
efficiency. The new graphical
workflow editor in M-Files
2015 enables the creation
and display of workflow
processes as graphical
diagrams, providing the
ability to better visualise and
more easily manage complex
workflows. In addition, for
businesses with regulatory or
quality mandates, diagrams
can be exported to support
compliance requirements.
M-Files 2015 also features
improved replication
capabilities that provide
enhanced support for business
continuity and hybrid cloud
deployments.
www.deltalink.co.za

With hardware taking a
back seat in Africa and more
operations on the continent
looking to leverage private/
public cloud to strengthen
networks and manage
enterprise data centres,
Peter Melerud, KEMP Technologies
the scene has been set for
the role of software and virtualisation in scaling today’s operations.
Peter Melerud, co-founder and CMO of KEMP Technologies, says
software and the cloud are now positioned ahead of hardware and
location in today’s data centres.
www.kemptechnologies.com

Sabinet announces new platform
Sabinet, in association with Standards & Legal, is excited to announce
the launch of its new Legal Registers platform. This useful and easyto-use software will take the hassle out of managing your company’s
sustainability and legal compliance. The platform is designed to work
optimally across devices and also includes access to the latest data, as
well as an extensive template library and plain English summaries,
which are all searchable and delivered via manageable software. “It’s
become increasingly difficult to know what your organisation’s legal
and other obligations are, and if you’ve in fact met those obligations,”
elaborates Peter Flynn, MD of Standards & Legal.
www.sabinet.co.za

HARDWARE
Parsec moves in

TECHFORUM
Savvier
behaviour
needed

Richard Broeke, Securicom

Software builds
business
networks

South African smartphone
users must be savvier
about the sites they visit,
what they download and
the apps they use on their
devices. Mobile malware is
becoming more prevalent,
says Richard Broeke,
national sales manager at
IT security services vendor,
Securicom. “Designed
to perform more like
computers, it is becoming
easier for hackers to
develop malware for them.”
www.securicom.co.za

After 17 years of steady growth,
the Parsec Group recently moved
into its custom-designed facilities
in Route 21 Corporate Park,
Irene. Architectural consultants
designed a modern, aesthetically
pleasing structure, and with
the executive teams, created a
layout that ensures ease of flow
between the electronic design and
manufacturing processes. This
has enabled the Parsec Group to
meet its operational requirements
more effectively, enhancing the
company’s service offerings.
Adding to the existing hi-tech
electronic equipment and to
enhance the existing capabilities
of Parsec, the company recently
acquired an NC 25 PCB cleaning
machine, the first of its kind in
South Africa.
www.parsec.co.za

Look to
the cloud
For many years, IT shops have
worked off the premise that
if it ain’t broke, there’s no
reason to fix it. As a result,
these technology departments
wait for new technologies
and methodologies to become
widely deployed before they
adopt them. However, many IT
departments have not yet made
the move to cloud. “Companies
have spent many years buying
tin, and the investment versus
ROI debate was put to bed long
ago. While cloud is known to
be an extremely cost-effective
solution, businesses are loath
to let go of their existing
investments,” says Richard
Vester, director of Cloud
Services at EOH.
www.eohcloud.co.za
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ITWEB/New Era Solutions ERP Survey
By Suzanne Franco

Seeing the big picture
Software solutions bring immediate value.

Stuart Scanlon, sales and marketing director at New Era Solutions

M

aximising productivity in every
area of business is a necessity, and
software solutions are an integral part of
achieving this.
“Time management and focus have
become critical in these tough times.
Businesses that have access to the whole
picture when dealing with clients are able
to not only make more informed decisions
quicker, but also have more productive
interactions with their customers,” says
Stuart Scanlon, sales and marketing director
at New Era Solutions, commenting on the
results of the ITWeb/New Era Solutions 2015
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ERP (enterprise resource planning) survey,
which ran online recently.
One-third of survey respondents stated
ERP plays between a 50% and 75% role
in achieving their company’s business
goals, enhancing customer service and
satisfaction. “Such improved interactions
ultimately lead to better customer
service,” says Scanlon.
He believes that once companies
understand the source, priority and
business impact of challenges that originate
from their ERP system, it becomes clearer
where the actual problems lie.

“It is necessary to take a global view
on all challenges, so they are not viewed
in pockets of isolation. If we look at the
results from last year’s survey, a common
challenge remains… organisations are
struggling to get meaningful data from
their ERP system.”
The survey revealed the top three
challenges organisations experience from
their current ERP systems: too much
reliance on vendors to make changes (44%);
difficulty in getting visibility of current
data (33%); and transactional or financial
decisions cannot be done in real-time (32%).
Scanlon says: “This is a concerning trend
as it clearly shows a disjoint between data
that management needs in order to make
informed decisions, and the data that they
have access to or are being presented with.
Historically, it was commonplace for IT
to get a request from business to write a
report and the report not actually detailing
what management needed to know.”
This scenario is clearly still taking place,
he says, and will become ungovernable as
data volumes continue to grow rapidly.
Today’s ERP systems and their modern
technology foundation should alleviate
such problems, he notes.
According to the survey, 37% of
respondents realised the benefits of their
ERP system within the first year, and 19%
within 18 months.
Scanlon recommends before software
is installed, an organisation must clearly
articulate what the goals of its ERP
project are. “Such goals need to drive the
business value for the ERP project. Do not
overcomplicate projects; rather focus on
short-term goals of moving from disparate
systems to one common system. That in
itself will bring immediate value.”
One-quarter of respondents are unsure
when their organisation last performed a
usability assessment. However, 26% said it
was within the last 12 months.
“Usability assessments should be an
ongoing exercise for any organisation
and carried out at least once a year.
As businesses grow, more customers,
suppliers, products and services are added
to the mix. The quicker this data

ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING in organisations
Which ERP system do you use?

To what degree does your ERP system support your
company’s business goals?

75 - 100%

6%

15%

Sage

21%

13%

Oracle
Microsoft
Dynamics

37%

12%

Custom
written

9%
4%

Syspro

36%

3%

INFOR

Epicor

25 - 50%

17%

Other

Two-tier
ERP

10 - 25%

27%

SAP

50 - 70%

1%
0%

What are the main challenges because of ERP?

28%

None
Too much reliance on vendor to
make changes

23%
21%

Difficult to report from
12%

Disparate CRM data
Lack of visibility

5%

Do not trust the results that come
from the system

4%

System does not provide real time
transactional and financial data

4%

No workflow capabilities

4%
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ITWEB/New Era Solutions ERP Survey
Where are you in the process of mobilising your workforce?

can be captured and then presented to
other system users in a meaningful format
presents obvious benefits.”
Thirty-two percent of respondents
indicated they were interested in
participating in a usability assessment,
while 27% remained unsure.
Scanlon says participation in a usability
assessment leads to a happier working
environment. People do not have to
capture the same piece of information
over and over, nor do they have to look
for information that should be readily
available at their fingertips.
The results were evenly split when
respondents were asked if their
organisation had carried out a fraud
vulnerability assessment on their ERP
system, with 32% stating yes, 32% stating
no, and the rest being unsure.

34%

26%

20%

Planning

Implementation Assessment /
Maintenance

20%

We have not
begun

About the survey

Choose two trends at the top of your agenda?
83%

Cloud

67%

Mobility

42%

Big data

Social enterprise

20%

Multi-channel

20%

The 2015 ERP Survey ran online on ITWeb for a
period of two weeks this year to gain valuable
insight into the ERP strategies of South African
organisations and were asked:
1 	How much does your ERP solution play a role in
achieving business goals?
2 	How old is your ERP system?
3 	How often do organisations carry out usability
assessments?

Who responded?
• A total of 131 responses were received for the
ERP Survey.
• Twenty-four percent of respondents were
CEOs or MDs, and 47% of respondents were
technology specialists.
• Eighteen percent of survey respondents came
from fairly large companies, with between
201-5 000 employees, and 15% were from
multinationals with over 10 000 employees.

Knowledge journey
S

canlon says cloud computing, big
data and mobility are the latest trends
in the South African ERP space.
“Another major trend that businesses
are starting to understand is ‘tribal
knowledge’ and how ERP systems can
play a fundamental role in facilitating
this sharing of process information,
industry knowledge and accountability.
This is seen where social media has
started to play a role in how companies
design or tailor their offerings and
services.”
He notes South African companies
have more educated buyers on board,
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therefore the success rate of ERP projects
have improved significantly.
“The challenge is more a case of
gaining long-term success with your
ERP system. An ERP implementation is
a journey that requires the business to
take ownership of their newly acquired
systems right from the start. If a business
is able to do this, they gain incredible
benefits as the system will evolve to
become a part of an organisation’s DNA,”
Scanlon recommends.
IT trends drive ERP investments within
organisations, he adds. “One example is
the Internet of things that is becoming a

part of our daily lives. Even if we don’t
immediately realise it, we are creating
massive amounts of valuable data around
how we consume products and services.
Organisations that are able to harness
that data and react, will lead.”
Even though the long-term benefits
far outweigh the short-term pain,
companies still underestimate the effort
required to implement an ERP system.
“This education is an important role
for the system implementer to fulfil, in
driving this process of ownership and
accountability home, when it comes to
an ERP project,” Scanlon concludes.

NEED A NEW

CHALLENGE?
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Register your CV at www.careerweb.co.za
and find that new challenge.
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EVENTS Reportback: DIGITAL ECONOMY SUMMIT 2015
By ADMIRE MOYO

Digital economy:
a perfect storm

Neil Jacobsohn, CEO of FutureWorld.

T

he digital economy can be described as
a perfect storm and the challenge for
businesses is to find opportunities in this
perfect storm.
So said Neil Jacobsohn, CEO of FutureWorld
International, during a keynote address at
the recent ITWeb Digital Economy Summit
2015 in Johannesburg. He added that with
digital technologies having a big impact on
businesses, it is no longer business as usual.
“Things are now a little bit different in
business today. Even death and taxes are not
certain.”
Giving examples of how the tax landscape
has changed, Jacobsohn pointed to coffee
giant Starbucks which only started paying
tax to the UK government in 2013 – its first
such tax payment since 2009. This followed
pressure from politicians and campaigners to
clamp down on corporate tax avoidance.
Another example is the Google tax, he
added. Google tax is a popular term used to
refer to a diverted profits tax. “These are legal
businesses but they are facing the realities of
the changes that are going on in the digital
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economy,” said Jacobsohn. He also
believes that thanks to digitisation,
death could become optional.
“Within 50 years, whole-body
replacement will be routine.”
To highlight that “it’s no
longer business as usual,” he said
traditional tech giants like IBM
were now falling behind digital
companies like Amazon, Apple and
Facebook. “As of April 2015, IBM’s
market capital was $162 billion,
Facebook $231 billion, Apple
$738 billion, Google $362 billion,
Microsoft $346 billion, GE $276
billion and Alibaba $210 billion,”
said Jacobsohn.
“Everyone and everything is
impacted. For all the industries,
the rules of business have changed.
How society behaves has changed.
How individuals respond has
changed and how communities
develop has also changed. This
means that your customers have
changed.” According to Jacobsohn, the new
forces driving this change are connectivity,
driven by digitisation, leading to massive
disruption, as business dematerialises, and
society democratises.
He noted that although there are
about seven billion people on the planet,
there are even more connected devices.
“Currently, there are about 7.1 billion mobile
subscriptions but we only have about 2.1
billion toothbrushes.” By 2020, he added,
there will be three billion new minds to join
the global economy as well as tens of trillions
of emerging buying power.
He believes digitisation has changed
everything from media, retail, entertainment
and leisure, photography, travel, publishing,
banking and there is so much more to come.
He made reference to “platform
economics” as one of the biggest drivers
of digitisation. “When your product gets
connected, suddenly it’s a whole new
ball-game.” As an example, he revealed
Apple recently announced that customers
spent over $10 billion on the App Store. App

Currently, there are
about 7.1 billion mobile
subscriptions but we
only have about 2.1
billion toothbrushes.
Neil Jacobsohn, FutureWorld CEO

Store customers downloaded almost three
billion apps in December, making it the
most successful month in App Store history.
Apple’s developers have now earned $15
billion on the App Store, said Jacobsohn.
French entrepreneur Gary Cige, a few years
ago, was helping a friend hang a mirror in a
house in the country on a Sunday afternoon,
when they realised they needed a drill. And
yet, Cige realised, they were surrounded by
power drills – probably dozens and dozens
just sitting in cupboards and garages for miles
around, he noted.
“Why wasn’t there a simple way to find
a drill to rent locally, just for a few bucks?
Enter Zilok.com, a Web business that does
just that. In just two years in business, Zilok
has nearly 200 000 items listed, and is doing 6
000 transactions a month. And it’s disrupting
mainstream businesses. It has become the
fastest-growing renter of cars in France.”
“We are living through one of the great
seismic shifts of mankind....in fact, we’re
in the midst of the greatest power shift
mankind has ever experienced. The shift
from institutional power, the power of the
government, the power of the corporation, to
the power of the connected individual. This
will have massive implications for business
and markets. New network models are
challenging existing business; they’re shaking
corporate foundations, they’re actually
creating the next generation of business; and
they’re opening the playing field to wholly
different ideas and different players.”

Voice under
threat: Telkom

Pieter van der Merwe, executive for
business transformation and solutions business
at Telkom.

T

raditional South African voice services
are under threat, especially from
international over-the-top (OTT) players
like WhatsApp.
So said Pieter van der Merwe, executive
for business transformation and solutions
business at Telkom, during a Q&A session
at ITWeb Digital Economy Summit 2015.
“Telkom’s voice services are not under
threat from local players, but we are feeling
pressure from international operators,” Van
der Merwe said.
Major global tech players are increasingly
providing OTT voice services that run over
data networks.

Since Facebook’s acquisition of WhatsApp
in February 2014, both companies have
strengthened their market positions. By
November 2014, Facebook Messenger had 500
million monthly active users to WhatsApp’s
600 million, largely due to Facebook’s
decoupling of the Facebook Messenger mobile
app from the Facebook mobile app.
Tencent’s WeChat is also closing in on
half a billion monthly active users, and apps
such as Kakao, Line, and Viber Media have
hundreds of millions of users.
“The question now is ‘how do we bring
voice prices down?’” Van der Merwe asked.
“We invest about R5 billion in infrastructure
every year but the competition is not coming
from within but from international players.”
He admitted local players were not doing
enough to invest in digital technologies to
face off the new threat and he believes digital
transformation can be the answer.
He pointed out that digital migration
begins with understanding a company’s
need for a digital strategy and continues as
an evolving process of incorporating digital,
converged solutions into a company’s
business operations, while constantly
monitoring progress and adjusting processes
and strategies accordingly.

A part-time, one year International BSc Degree designed to nurture
your digital skills and transform your career or corporate team.
Internationally recognised and taught by respected industry leaders
and innovators this programme pioneers the latest developments in
Online Learning and Online Team-working technologies with project
workshops in your local city.

Programme Highlights
· Part-time for 12 months duration
· Online and accessible worldwide
· BSc Honours Degree commencing 15th October 2015
· BSc Ordinary and BSc Honours commencing 16th March 2016
· Gain experience working in International virtual teams
· Develop skills working on real-life industry projects
· Team meet-ups in your local city
· Accredited by Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT), ranked in top 100
universities globally under 50 years old

Become Tomorrow’s Digital
Technology Leaders
Our BSc Honours programme offers a unique approach to accessing
world-leading education from wherever you are, and produces
professionals for the international digital industries in a wide variety
of roles including:
•Web Developers, Mobile Applications & Game Developers
•Digital Product Managers and Growth Hackers
•Technical Project Managers for Web, Mobile Applications & Games
•Digital Sales & Digital Marketing Managers
•Responsive Designers for Web & Mobile
•Digital Design Studio Managers
•Digital Entrepreneurs & Start-up Founders

ITWeb Digital Economy Summit
2015 brought together innovative
thinkers, digital economists, futurists
and thought leaders in the digital
space. They provided key insights
and advice on how IT must evolve to
support business and how businesses
must develop and implement digital
strategies. Delegates got an update
on where SA and the rest of Africa
are at and learnt how to succeed in a
digital economy through driving and
supporting innovation.
Fay Humphries,
events programme director
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Company News

SECURITY
BT unveils ethical
hacking service

Parsec to launch
security IDs

BT recently announced the launch
of “BT Assure Ethical Hacking for
Vehicles”, a new security service
developed to test the exposure
of connected vehicles to cyber
attacks and help all market
players develop security solutions.
Connected vehicles – which
can be passenger cars as well as
trucks, buses, bulldozers or any
other type of commercial vehicle
– rely on a variety of connectivity
options, including WiFi, 3G or 4G
mobile data links, Bluetooth and
other wireless technologies. These
provide a range of new on-board
features and value-added services,
such as predictive systems to
bypass traffic jams, reduce carbon
emissions, improve safety and
vehicle performance. Vehicles are
also becoming more connected
through electronic systems like
navigation, infotainment, and
safety monitoring tools.
www.globalservices.bt.com

Cyber security is a matter of
serious concern in light of the
immense threat of unauthorised
access to industrial,
commercial, governmental
and personal data. Parsec has
been working on a most costeffective solution, which could
go a long way to counter this
threat. “We believe the USB
cryptographic tokens, otherwise
known as HSIDs (high security
IDs), developed by Parsec,
will find ready application
throughout industry, especially
the retail and banking sectors,”
says Tobie van Loggerenberg,
director of Parsec. “But, it goes
much further: these devices
are ideal for government and
defence, whose mandate is
national security and whose
imperative it is to continuously
elevate cyber protective
measures.”
www.parsec.co.za

Instacom
showcase at
Securex SA
Instacom, which is a pioneer
of push-to-talk technology,
exhibited at the Securex event
recently. A team of experts, with
more than 30 years’ combined
experience in telecommunications,
were on call to showcase the pushto-talk technology and how best to
apply it to specific environments.
“Instacom prides itself in being the
only company that can offer you
a holistic solution, software and
hardware, at affordable prices. Our
products are the final evolution in
two-way radio communication
technology,” says Nellis Basson,
MD of Instacom. Instacom strives
to make it possible for clients,
whether mobile or in their offices,
to effectively communicate
through voice, text, video and
data – securely, reliably and in
real-time – regardless of network,
carrier or device.
www.pushtotalk.co.za

Mimecast makes
e-mail safe
Mimecast has announced a
new service to help employees
confidently send and receive
sensitive or confidential
information via e-mail. Mimecast
Secure Messaging is designed
to reduce the risk of data leaks
and support compliance to
data privacy and protection
regulation. The service allows
employees to easily send secure
messages and attachments
directly from their familiar
Outlook and Mac applications.
Recipients access messages
via a secure Web portal, fully
customised and branded with
the sender’s company name,
colours and logo – helping ensure
brand recognition and recipient
confidence. Administrators
can set policies to automatically
invoke Secure Messaging for
recipient domains, subject lines
and other message content.
www.mimecast.com

WE’VE SEEN THE DIGITAL FUTURE
AND IT’S HUMAN
Start your digital journey now...

#TheFutureNow
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EVENTS Reportback: iaas
By TRACY BURROWS

Disruptor or disrupted?
Digital services the differentiator

Brian Eiler, senior trainer for IBM SoftLayer.

W

hether a business is the disruptor
or the disrupted depends largely
on its ability to harness advanced digital
services to empower its workforce and
drive innovation, delegates heard at an
IBM IaaS Showcase Executive Forum in
Johannesburg recently.
Senior local CIOs, IT architects and
engineers and developers gathered at
the event, hosted by IBM South Africa in
partnership with ITWeb, to discover how
to build on the potential of hybrid cloud
using IBM’s SoftLayer infrastructure and
Bluemix cloud app development platform.
Ulli Reynecke, sales and distribution
enterprise CAMSS leader at IBM SA, noted
that disruptors were those reinventing
business processes and embracing three
key shifts – empowering employees using
mobile applications, real time insight
driven processes and leveraging all the
digital services available within their
ecosystems. “Disruptors are those that
are agile. They think and act like startups,
and they are using hybrid cloud to enable
this,” Reynecke said. “Business decision
makers don’t buy IaaS, they buy a solution
or service which eventually runs on IaaS.
Solutions that are business enablers, that
are driving innovation that extends well

beyond IT and into the boardroom, this
brings value.”
She stresses that the idea that the
cloud is taking off is no longer hype. “The
cloud is becoming an absolutely massive
business. But much like the PC business
back in the 90s, most of the value will be
in software and services, not hardware. In
just less than a decade, Amazon has grown
its cloud business to a $5 billion business
that is still growing at 50%. Even more
impressive is that at IBM, cloud services
are now a $7.7 billion business growing at
75% - a much shorter time frame.”
But cloud deployments present their
own challenges, IBM said. There were
questions around risk, security and
visibility; the issue of accessing any data,
applications and services from wherever
users are; and the need to identify, analyse
and integrate the right data, among others.
Brian Eiler, Senior trainer for IBM
SoftLayer, said IBM had addressed all of
these challenges with its SoftLayer and
Bluemix portfolios. “It is a myth that in the
cloud, all resources are virtualized and all
resources are shared,” he said, explaining
that in an effective hybrid cloud, any
number of configurations of hardware,
software and services is possible.

Ulli Reynecke, sales and distribution
enterprise CAMSS leader at IBM SA.

Moving to harness the power of the
cloud requires careful strategising
and an in-depth understanding of the
risks, benefits and best practices.
IBM, in partnership with ITWeb,
presented the third in a series of cloud
executive forums at Melrose Arch in
Johannesburg, to give senior business
management, architects and developers
the fundamental knowledge they need
to plan their cloud journey. With a
focus on IBM’s SoftLayer and Bluemix
solutions, IBM experts outline how to
optimise a hybrid cloud infrastructure.
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Company News

CHANNEL
RSA empowers
channel partners

VOD broadens its
product portfolio

CradlePoint has appointed
VOD Communications as its
value-added distributor and
partner throughout Africa, says
Hubert A Da Costa, VP, EMEA
at CradlePoint. “VOD’s deep
domain expertise, penetration
and specialisation in the
enterprise space make them the
ideal candidate, in particular
within the M2M and IOT arena
across South Africa and indeed
Dell intros next Vostro
mainland Africa. They are the
Dell recently announced the next generation of its Vostro line of productivity value-added distributor of
notebooks, offered to meet the unique needs of small businesses, home
choice for CradlePoint across
offices, and mobile professionals. The Vostro 15 3000 Series business
the region.” CradlePoint is
notebook offers essential features in a refined design, ideal for small business the leading provider of cloudowners and entrepreneurs who need an affordable device for work.
managed 3G/4G/LTE networking
Achievement is powered by the latest Intel processors and the latest discrete solutions providing businessgraphics from NVIDIA, while the simple and practical design projects style
grade, secure connectivity from
and professionalism. “We are launching new products in our Vostro line in
3G and 4G mobile broadband
response to feedback from customers who are seeking this business solution networks to distributed
from Dell, and in conjunction with our valued channel partners,” said
enterprise, small business and
Boitumelo Kgonare, client product marketing manager at Dell SA.
mobile customers.
www.dell.co.za
www.vodcs.co.za

RSA, the security division of EMC Southern
Africa, launched the RSA SecurWorld Delivery
Services Programme for its channel partners.
The programme is designed to enable channel
partners to provide implementation and
installation services and support to their
customers, ultimately maximising their
Julie Ferreira, EMC
value as their customers’ trusted advisors.
Julie Ferreira, country lead for RSA, says channel partnerships have been
instrumental in RSA’s journey to becoming a $1 billion organisation.
www.emc.com

lobosouthafrica
named ISV sponsor
lobodms was an ISV sponsor at
the Dynamics Africa Master VAR
Lounge at RE-IMAGINE 2015 –
Microsoft’s Dynamics Summit
for 2015. This prestigious event
brought both local delegates and
international speakers together,
along with the Microsoft partner
community. This is where lobodms
shared its knowledge and innovative
enterprise content management
solutions. Jens Hobbie from DM
Dokumenten Management; and Rob
Zimmermann and Walter Hailwax
from lobosouthafrica, represented
the company, imparting knowledge
on creation of experiences with CRM
and ERP solutions, together with
Microsoft’s stack of productivity
tools, devices and apps. Clients were
able to explore lobodms’ AX, NAV
and CRM integration, together with
the seamless interface between these
and the Microsoft productivity suite.
www.lobodms.com

MANAGE RISK AND
DELIVER SECURITY
IN THE ERA OF
DIGITAL BUSINESS
28 July 2015, CTICC, Cape Town
30 July 2015, SCC, Johannesburg
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For agenda details and on-line registration please visit
www.gartner.co.za/security2015 or Tel: +27 (0)21 794 4569

GARTNER

Threats change
New challenges force security and risk
teams to re-think their strategies.

Tom Scholtz, Research VP, Gartner.

T

ransformation is nothing new to
risk and security professionals. In
the 1960s and 1970s, the security model
was entirely centralised. In the 1980s,
distributed computing put sensitive data
in the hands of business users who knew
nothing about IT. In the 1990s, the Internet
revolution extended networking to every
home through dial-up lines, PCs got
cheaper and the Internet made it easier for
users to expose sensitive data.
The new millennium brought
broadband Internet:
Every business had a Web presence,
and every user had a computer hooked up
to the Internet and one at home. During
the worm attacks in the early 2000s,
organisations suffered more downtime than

at any previous period, and real business
pain was felt for the first time ever.
During every step of this evolution, the
threats have changed. Risk and security
skill sets, functions and capabilities
have changed with them. Risk and
security professionals can no longer base
their careers and values solely on the
technologies and control they can exert.
Companies can no longer assume that
by hiring skilled people to run a risk and
security programme, they are protected.
As a result of these new challenges,
security and risk teams are resetting
how they deliver value. Public cloud
risks are being managed through better
legal agreements, and by aligning data
sensitivity with the risks inherent in
cloud. Cloud providers themselves are
also raising the bar, as their own security
is a primary market differentiator,
requiring ever higher levels of investment
to keep up in the market.
Companies are supplementing
traditional security approaches with new
tools, including context-based algorithms
for identity management, data isolation
through mobile containers, rights
management tools and new monitoring
capabilities that all enable business
benefits while limiting risk.
Opening up to social media is forcing
risk and security teams to understand how
social works, and to develop capabilities
in monitoring, data analysis, mitigation
and remediation. Social also puts a focus
on employee and customer behaviour.
Security programmes should boost their
attention to educating users about what’s
at stake in risky practices adopted for
convenience. Simple behaviour changes
can do as much or more to protect your
enterprise than spending millions on
complicated technology that will make
users miserable.

Opening up to
social media
is forcing risk and
security teams to
understand
how social works,
and to develop
capabilities in
monitoring,
data analysis,
mitigation and
remediation.

Risk and security teams are optimising
their management strategy and tactics
to produce flexible, responsive and
scalable programmes. New products and
services can help, but security teams also
have to learn new skills, and to focus on
supporting business innovation.

Join Gartner in Cape Town and
Johannesburg at the end of July for the
Gartner Security Conference, where
Tom Scholtz, Research VP, and Dionisio
Zumerle, Research director, will discuss
this in more detail. For further details,
visit www.gartner.co.za/security2015.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: CODING

Poetic licence
Why it is a bad idea to code word variables.
If the content being converted into code is
destined for translation into one or more
languages, the hard-coded rule will corrupt
the text.
If the developer was to hard-code that all
plural nouns take the ‘s’ suffix, it can make
life exceedingly difficult for translators, who
must correct their mistakes, as well as the
entire software project and the business as a
whole. This can have ruinous consequences.

Have a look at some
examples:
Plurals

Ian Henderson, Chairman, CTO and co-founder
of Rubric.

S

oftware engineers take pride in their
problem-solving capabilities. Often,
this comes to good use as they find ways to
perform certain tasks more efficiently.
However, sometimes coders go too
far and stray outside of their area of
specialisation. One transgression, often
encountered by language service providers
(LSPs), is an attempt by developers to
‘codify’ language.
Software and Web site translation projects
have suffered greatly because of developers
that encode a limited understanding of a
grammar rule, in the interests of automating
what appears to them to be a repeat task.
Developers are neither linguists nor
localisation experts. As non-experts, they
are ‘tone deaf’ to the myriad subtle word
variations and exceptions in language (eg,
plural, possessive, adjectival).
But the real problem with reducing
language to a set of basic rules is those
rules can only ever be language-specific.
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Hard-coding the abovementioned ‘s’
rule for pluralising nouns is not even
100% fail-safe in English (eg, we say
‘houses’, but ‘mice’). In other languages,
like Arabic, which has single, dual and
multiple forms, adding an ‘s’ in all cases is
laughably simplistic.

Developers are ‘tone
deaf’ to the myriad
subtle word variations
and exceptions in
language.
Qualifiers
If a Web site offers custom online ordering
(eg, ‘choose any of 100 items in any of 10
colours’), there are 1 000 possible variations.
To write code that displays all the possible
choices, the developer must treat each
colour and item as a variable in its own right
and write out all the combinations.
But developers are proud – they will
always try to save the company time
and money, and shield laypersons (like
translators) from software complexity. They
might choose to write just 100 software
strings – one for each item variable (eg,

‘car’), which can be paired with any one
of the 10 colours, which are treated as
constants. After all, red is red, right?
When an online buyer makes menu-based
choices in English, and pairs ‘car’ with
‘red’, he or she is presented with an order
confirmation screen stating ‘red car’.
In German, the screen will read ‘rot
auto’. And this is a problem – in fact, to any
German-speaking customer, it is a painfully
obvious error that reflects poorly on the Web
site owner.
By way of explanation, German nouns
have genders, and this influences the form of
the adjective too, which should in this case
be ‘rotes’. Preceding ‘towel’, ‘rot’ would
again have a different form and spelling.

Consequences, exceptions
and fixes
These are just two broad examples; many
others exist. The only rule that can be
crystallised from all of it is that, in all cases, it
is a bad idea to code word variables.
How does one correct code that erred in
this way? The client will have to fix it, but
if the software is too far gone, a software
project reset may be on the cards.
Exceptions are possible if clients fully
appreciate what it is they’re attempting, and
are willing to spend time and resources on
incorporating advanced grammatical rules
for various languages into the code.
If the LSP has software engineering
experience (many make use of computeraided translation) this can help, but this
tends to compound the complexity of
projects to the point where there can be
many multiple variations for individual
words across the source language and target
languages, catering for different language
modalities, declensions, conjugations, etc.
As a consequence, even companies that
knowingly cater for numerous linguistic
variations to attain nuanced computeraided translations eventually call it quits,
acknowledging what all translators know
– languages are poetic and abide by different
rules from one another; they don’t strictly
conform to standard, universal rules.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: DATA

Tougher than rocket science
Businesses realise benefits of cost,
scalability and flexibility.

D

ata scientists have become among
the most prominent professionals in
companies today. Their promise is epic and
growing daily. A data scientist is highly
skilled at overcoming data and information
challenges.
It’s not surprising, considering that data
scientists at Internet giants such as Google
and LinkedIn have shown the potential
impact they may have. For example,
LinkedIn data scientists figured out how
to recommend people you may know, a
feature that boosted page views by millions,
and therefore LinkedIn’s marketability.
When the feature was tested back in 2006,
it achieved click-through rates 30% higher
than other prompts to visit additional pages
on LinkedIn. It shifted the organisation into
a higher gear, and since 2011, the company’s
share price has increased 65%.
But behind the façade of the data scientist
demigods, enshrouded in near mythic
qualities, lie pragmatic realities that must be
accounted for by responsible organisations
seeking their employment – and the business
results they promise.
Desired results range across business
issues, but some include dialogue
with consumers; accelerated product
development; regulatory, reputational
and operational risk analysis; data security
and compliance; new revenue streams;
reduced production maintenance costs; and
increased marketing campaign effectiveness.

First reality: teams
When interrogating the functions data
scientists must perform in order to promote
these business goals, their demigod status
becomes earthly palpable. The list of skills is
so karmic it would require several lifetimes
to fully acquire. These include statistics,
mathematics, predictive analytics, computer
science, data engineering, programming,
information management, integration, data
warehousing, virtualisation, data quality,
business analysis, data mining, visualisation,
content management, collaboration,
presentation authoring and executive
communication – among others.

The first reality then is that no one person
can fulfil this function. There must be a
team of people the size of which depends on
the scope of the company and the projects
it intends.

Second reality: scarcity
The next reality is the scarcity of these
people, a contributing factor in their
prohibitive expense. They are so scarce
they are often referred to as unicorns. Data
scientists are routinely offered positions in
SA with salaries averaging half a million rand
per annum – this without much experience.
Experienced scientists go for up to triple
that amount. Regardless, a data scientist
possessing all of the above skills at once is yet
to be found.
Although the data scientist came to
prominence with the advent of big data, data
science as a discipline is an age-old concept
that incorporates a wide variety of ICT skills.
And this is where data scientists find their
place, by quickly bringing together the
necessary skills and knowledge to produce
information and insights that would result in
value for a company.

Third reality: foundations
The third reality is the necessity of adequate
infrastructure and maturity before hiring
even one data scientist. No lucid executive
should afford the expense of employing
data scientists without first ensuring the
fundamentals are sound.

Mervyn Mooi, Director at Knowledge
Integration Dynamics.

[Data scientists]
are so scarce they
are often referred
to as unicorns.

Fourth reality: toolbox
The fourth reality is that these people require
a toolbox. They must have the analytical tools
to perform data quality experiments and
roll-outs as well as statistical tools.
Larger local companies already, to some
extent, have the foundation they require
and even some of the skills to launch the
data scientist function. Some have acquired
the requisite skilled personnel and have
operational projects.
Many smaller companies, however, are
gingerly dipping a toe into the waters,
because they know and understand the

business benefits. However, they don’t
know what lies behind the façade of benefits,
they do not have the resources to retain
experienced people indefinitely, they do
not have the fundamentals in place, and
they struggle to grasp the scope of their
intentions. These companies are not,
however, to be left in the cold. The scarcity
of skills has resulted in the acknowledged
data consultancies investing in personnel to
fill the breach.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: NETWORKS

Empowering the network
Power over Ethernet is a feasible option beyond the
boundaries of the corporate network.

T

he corporate network continues
to evolve. Around four years ago, I
predicted the demise of the common 220volt wall socket, stressing that networks
of the future would be powered by lowvoltage current supplied via the common
RJ45 network interface, eliminating the
need to run separate – and expensive –
power cables.
The innovative technology had the
power, I said at the time, to provide a new,
more cost-effective method for powering
network devices.
The prediction has come true, but not
before a number of industry players tried a
variety of approaches to superimpose data
on relatively low-quality power lines. Many
of these experiments were plagued by poor
signal quality and signal distribution issues
that limited data bandwidth as well as the
distance of power-line communications.

Force du jour
Nevertheless, the technology, which early
marketers christened ‘energy-efficient
Ethernet’, has prevailed, and is today
hailed as the first truly international power
distribution standard, eliminating the need
for manufacturers to develop separate
products for different power standards
around the world.
As a result, more network components
are now equipped with USB ports to
accommodate the latest power over
Ethernet plus (POE+) standard conforming
to the IEEE 802.3az benchmark.
Unquestionably, there are significant
benefits associated with this technology,
together with numerous applications –
ranging from powering wireless access
points, WiFi switches and IP phones,
to laptop PCs, scanners, printers, RFID
readers, network security cameras and
other devices.
Many of these devices were once
considered to be network peripherals, but
are now seen as key network assets. As
more devices are added to the network
and as the network consolidates, so the
POE option becomes more attractive and
financially appealing to end-users.
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and shutting off power or activating ‘sleep’
or ‘eco’ modes as demanded by operational
requirements.
Against the backdrop of SA’s power crisis,
consumption concerns and steeply climbing
electricity prices, the ramifications of this
level of efficiency are significant. Network
management systems capable of achieving
enterprise-wide power savings of 75% or
more are being openly discussed. It’s a goal
that many believe is attainable, especially
if these systems are linked to solar PV
and other renewable energy sources, and
seamlessly integrated into the network’s
power grid.

Design advances

ANDY ROBB, technology specialist
at Duxbury Networking.

Many of these devices
were once considered to
be network peripherals,
but are now seen as key
network assets.
Central to the building of tomorrow’s
automation control systems, POE
technology is already driving the production
of more energy-efficient IT equipment
capable of taking advantage of the intelligent
management advances encouraged by the
ratification of the IEEE 802.3az standard.
This is the first standard in the history of
Ethernet to address proactive reduction in
energy consumption for networked devices.
Thanks to the giant strides taken in
software development, network switches
and many other devices are now capable of
intelligently detecting when they are idle

Four year ago, I predicted that powered
Ethernet would place increasing emphasis
on the role of the network designer. I
said it would refine the focus on network
configuration and management.
In reality, today’s network designers
are taking many of the advances and
innovations first proved in the world of
consumer electronics for inclusion in the
enterprise network infrastructure.
Looking ahead, POE is increasingly
seen as a viable option for commercial and
industrial applications beyond the confines
of the corporate network. It has significant
potential for simplifying distributed
system administration, while increasing
performance and managing costs.
For outdoor applications that make
heavy use of ruggedised, power-consuming
devices, POE technology can be leveraged.
For instance, in the video surveillance arena,
POE-powered cameras can now be deployed
where conditions are demanding enough to
negate a 220v power supply.
As is often the case, market requirements
move faster than standards can be created.
Today, a new generation of even more
powerful POE-enabled devices, requiring
power beyond the current limit (25.5 watts)
set by the appropriate industry standard, are
available. These are increasingly targeted at
innovative, often groundbreaking applications
in healthcare, retail point-of-sale, banking/
financial and building management.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: Wifi

Investing in WiFi
WiFi technology makes accessing and
sharing data uncomplicated.

A

recent survey by Maravedis Rethink
forecasts that in four years’ time,
there will be one hotspot for every 20
people on the planet, compared with
one for every 150 today. This highlights
the importance of this technology as the
industry moves towards new standards
and trends that make it easier to access
WiFi networks at home and abroad, paving
the way for a new wave of increased WiFi
uptake and usage.
For example, operators now want to
deploy next-generation hotspot (NGH)
technology to make it easier for end-users
to access WiFi hotspots and replicate the
cellular mobile broadband experience,
in terms of ease of access and security.
Another example is global WiFi roaming,
which is designed to facilitate public WiFi
growth.
A service called international WiFi
roaming extends WiFi connectivity to users
who travel to locations outside of their
domestic service’s footprint and wish to
use WiFi hotspots as if at home.
Efforts to standardise international WiFi
roaming agreements were accelerated
by the establishment of the Wireless
Broadband Alliance, an organisation aimed
at securing an outstanding user experience
through the global deployment of nextgeneration WiFi.
This ubiquitous wireless connectivity
provided by WiFi technology makes
accessing and sharing data uncomplicated.
Connecting to WiFi hotspots in hotels,
airports or public arenas all over the world
may be easy, but issues surrounding
security for WiFi have caused much
frustration for users and service providers
for as long as WiFi has been around.

Kameshwar Rao Sorda, solutions
director at Huawei Enterprise Business Group of
Eastern and Southern Africa.

In spite of the
security risks,
WiFi will always
remain popular.

Up for grabs
Using Internet at public hotspots can
bring with it huge risks, as most public
WiFi hotspots do not encrypt the data
transmitted through their networks. This
means sensitive information, such as
e-mail passwords, bank account and credit
card information, is available for hackers
to steal.

Thankfully, awareness to address these
hitches is growing rapidly. Solutions
on the market, particularly 802.11u,
PassPoint, Wi-Fi 2.0 and Hotspot 2.0, have
contributed to making WiFi security more
robust. One of my favourite approaches

is to deploy a WiFi network using WPA2,
which provides both security and privacy.
A WiFi network will be protected by
doing the following:
* Enable WPA2-Personal (aka WPA2PSK) with AES encryption;
* Change the network name (SSID) from
the default name;
* Change the administrative credentials
(username and password) that control the
configuration settings of the access point/
router/gateway;
* Create a network passphrase that
meets recommended guidelines; and
* Enable WPA2 security features on the
client device and enter the passphrase for
the network.
In spite of the security risks, WiFi will
always remain popular. WiFi technology
is versatile. Businesses often use WiFi to
attract clients and increase their revenue,
as people on the go require easy and cheap
Internet access. It is deeply ingrained into
consumer lifestyles, as many don’t even
think twice about connecting their devices
at home, in the office and at coffee shops.
WiFi is even compatible with almost every
gaming device and operating system.
As such, WiFi is truly growing beyond
its roots, from best-effort to missioncritical, from private to public networks,
from indoor to outdoor, and from isolated
networks to large-scale integrated access
networks.
Insights by McKinsey’s predict if
Internet penetration grows in the same
way as that of mobile phones on the
continent, it could contribute as much as
10% – $300 billion – of the continent’s
total GDP by 2025. Consequently,
SA is taking the benefits of universal
connectivity seriously. The Department
of Communications, in partnership
with the ICT industry, has a mandate to
deliver 100% broadband penetration by
2020. If this target is reached, the ideal
groundwork will then be laid for WiFi
offload strategies to be widely deployed,
making it a worthwhile investment for
revolutionary advancements in
the future.
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SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
By NICOLA MAWSON

Cognition to
grow skills base

June
Gartner – Aspiring CIO

Date: 1-2 June
Venue: The Hilton, Johannesburg

Cognition makes “significant progress” in
developing its knowledge economy strategy.

J u ly
ITWeb Data Centres:
The Next Frontier

Date: 21 July
Venue: The Forum, Bryanston

Gartner – Security
Date: 28 July
Venue: Cape Town
Date: 30 July
Venue: Johannesburg

Mark Smith, CEO of Cognition.

AUGUST
ITWeb Business
Continuity conference
and awards banquet
in association
with BCI SADC
Date: 18 August
Venue: The Maslow Hotel,
Sandton

Se p tem b er
ITWeb Social Media
Summit

Date: 15 September
Venue: The Forum, Bryanston

Gartner – Symposium/
ITxpo
Date: 28 – 30 September
Venue: Cape Town

N OV E MBer
AfricaCom

Date: 17-19 November
Venue: Cape Town
Convention Centre

C

ognition is set to employ more specialised
skills as it pursues its data, information
and knowledge strategy.
The listed company, previously known as
FoneWorx, says in its results commentary for
the six months to December, this strategy
will be complemented by its “active” drive to
invest in firms that focus on actuarial science,
data analytics, social media, data management
and consulting.
Cognition has been pursuing growth in “new
and exciting opportunities” in what it calls the
“new knowledge economy”. This comes as
mass marketing declines, and digital marketing
opportunities open up.
In the first half of the year, Cognition saw
revenue drop 1.31% to R62.4 million, but
managed to grow pre-tax profit 11.87% to
R21.3 million, and headline earnings gained
9.23% to R14.7 million.
Cognition notes the slowdown in revenue
growth is because it has shifted to seeking more
profitable revenue that offers more margins, as
well as a decline in income from faxing. It also
had timing issues with some projects within
MediaWorx, which it hopes will be wrapped up
in the second half of the year.

Moving forward
CEO Mark Smith says Cognition has made
“significant progress” in developing its
knowledge economy strategy on the back of
current active data exchange services such as
SMS, MMS and instant messaging. He notes,
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while the company will continue to grow
these services in SA and the rest of Africa, it is
“focused on developing and growing our skills
in knowledge creation and management”.
Cognition’s strategy is to develop customercentric databases for its own services as well
as on behalf of its clients, Smith says. He
notes that data, in itself, is meaningless, so its
offerings aim to create the necessary insights
and inferences around data and leverage this to
find information and, finally, knowledge.
“Our focus is to provide knowledge mapping
around customer lists, databases and contracts to
yield economic value for clients. The information
and knowledge will be structured around our
Knowledge 350° product,” says Smith.
Knowledge 350º provides a business
process plan for clients, which will then be
augmented by technology as a facilitator. It
is a “15-step business process which creates
an integrated and logical strategic process
that assists companies to build up meaningful
databases in line with the pending Protection
of Personal Information Act and to move
away from segmenting customers, to building
single customer profiles with detailed
demographics and psychographics associated
to each customer”.

Growing capacity
To add to this capacity, last July, FoneWorx
bought a 35% stake in BMI Research for an
undisclosed amount. This follows its May
acquisition of a 44% stake in Living Facts to
boost the capabilities of Knowledge 350° as
it allows the company to better understand
customer needs, perceptions and realities.
Knowledge 350° is expected to create new
market sectors, new clients, and additional
revenue streams for FoneWorx. During 2015,
the company aims to move new clients onto its
Knowledge 350° base, identify new clients, and
“aggressively” pursue its acquisition strategy,
it says.
Smith says Cognition’s intention is
to increase its skills to complement the
knowledge strategy. “We are in discussions
with other businesses that offer us the requisite
skills and market share in certain desired
sectors. Our focus will be on data analytics,
predictive modelling and knowledge mapping
for customer data integration.”

Top
Jobs

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
By Regina Pazvakavambwa

Dell to develop black
ICT professionals
Dell aims to develop high
performance computing skills.

Stewart van Graan, MD of Dell SA.

D

ell SA’s ICT academy will promote the
creation of black professionals.
This is according to Stewart van Graan,
MD of Dell, speaking at the announcement
ceremony of the Khulisa Academy in
Bryanston recently.
The US technology group, in partnership
with the Department of Trade and Industry
(DTI), is set to open the ICT academy and
solutions centre in January next year.
It will focus on developing high performance
computing (HPC) skills, business management,
entrepreneurial and life skills, said Van Graan.
The academy will be wholly owned by an
educational trust and managed as a separate
entity to the Dell subsidiary.
For the next 10 years, 20 candidates will be
chosen annually to participate in the twoyear academy programme that will be fully
supported and funded by the Dell equity
equivalent investment.
“Dell will make an effort to select
individuals from rural communities, who
have talent but because of lack of resources,
cannot go to universities,” he said.
The candidates will intern with companies
like Microsoft and Veeam, which have partnered
with Dell to offer the participants practical
workplace experience.
In addition, they will receive a salary while
participating in the programme and will be
assisted with employment thereafter, said
Van Graan.
Deserving candidates will be supported in
the start-up of their own businesses after the
completion of the programme.
The academy aims to promote the inclusion

of black people into mainstream technological
economic activity, and also to teach them
critical ICT skills and knowledge centred on
HPC, said Van Graan.
It will be a platform to transform the
ICT landscape across SA – to address the
technological and skills challenge.
“By giving the candidates an opportunity to
solve unique and complex business issues, the
programme has the potential to make a real
difference in SA as it addresses an area that can
have a significant impact on the economy, and
on the lives of many South Africans.”
Malebo Mabitje-Thompson, deputy
director-general of incentives administration
at DTI, said the academy was an opportunity
to inspire and teach students how to develop
innovative solutions that will address major
developmental challenges faced not only by
Africa, but by the world.
“Africa needs to start producing ICT
indigenous solutions and stop importing –
these students are being given a platform to
be innovative and develop solutions in Africa,
which can be used globally.”
The partnership between DTI and Dell will
assist in changing the ICT landscape, and help
SA become part of the ICT industrialisation
wave – positioning the country as a solutions
provider, she said.
Moira de Roche, MD of e-learning company
Aligned4Learning, said initiatives that address
ICT skills are important; businesses are often
reluctant to take on entry-level people – there
are only so many needed in an organisation –
and there is a huge requirement for training
and development.
“I hope part of the life skills curriculum
will address expectations. Graduates these
days seem to think they can go straight into
a highly paid job. They aren’t interested in
interning for a moderate salary, where the
real gain will be experience (in my opinion,
experience trumps qualifications).”
De Roche believes the shortage of skills is
not at entry-level, but higher level (business
analysts, IT architects...) and it is not easy
to train for these positions because some
workplace experience is required.
Only time will tell whether this initiative
will have an impact on the ICT landscape in
SA, she said.
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Security Product Specialist
Networks Unlimited
3 – 5 years Security experience
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 251942

Senior Risk and
Control Officer

ABSA
4 years experience in a
risk and audit environment
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 245476

Senior BI Developer

Communicate Personnel
Cape Town
5 – 10 years of professional
development experience
Western Cape
Negotiable
Ref No: 253860

Automation Test Analyst

The Cozens
Recruitment Group
Ability to perform test analysis and
design, test implementation, evaluate
exit criteria and test closure.
Western Cape
Negotiable
Ref No: 253857

Lead Security Consultant
ABSA
Bachelor’s degree in Information
Security or equivalent.
10 years (technical/managerial)
experience in technology
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 254134

Programme Manager

Network IT Executive
10 years’ experience in programme
and project management
Gauteng
ZAR700000 - ZAR870000 PA
Ref No: 254351

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294
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Company News

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONs
4C deploys
iNSight TxS
successfully
4C Group’s iNSight Transaction
Switch (TxS) was recently
successfully deployed at
leading mobile operator,
Vodacom Lesotho. Vodacom
currently boasts in excess
of 1 million customers. The
iNSight TxS has been deployed
as a payment gateway for
mobile payments, such as DStv
subscriptions and electricity
and water utilities, with many
more services to follow.
www.4cgroup.co.za

Rudolph Small, 4c Group

Sebata gets Attix5 onboard
Sebata is a leading provider of integrated technology solutions,
enterprise management systems and multidisciplinary professional
services to municipalities, public entities and provincial government.
The company provides data backup for local governments’ financial
data, and as such, helps to prevent data loss and protect the integrity
of this information. Riaan Schlebusch, ICT resource manager at Sebata,
explains how Attix5 emerged as a solution provider and expert services
partners. He says his relationship with Attix5 dates back to 2008, when
he joined Sebata as an IT technician at the company’s Kimberley office.
Schlebusch mentioned ease of deployment, simplicity of systems and
speed of backup as value-adds. He describes Attix5 as perfectly suited to
meet the requirements of a tight regulatory environment that demands
data is kept secure and regularly backed up.
www.attix5.com

Arch moves
into Angola

Singapore Sports
Hub under watch

Department store Tira
Hipermercado recently opened
its doors to expectant customers
in the southern Angolan town
of Ondjiva (capital of Cunene
Province). Arch Retail Systems
is the technology partner of
choice in the store. A lengthy
project preceded the go-live,
where team members from both
parties worked closely together
to address the daily challenges
in the planning phase. Logistics
in general was a major challenge
in the building phase of the
store, but also in the later stages
when equipment and stock were
delivered. The launch of the store
was postponed on a number of
occasions due to the mentioned
practical problems.
www.archsoftware.co.za

The multifocal sensor technology
pioneered by Dallmeier is being
used at the Singapore Sports Hub.
Occupying an area of 35 hectares,
the Singapore Sports Hub is a
state-of-the-art, fully integrated
sports, entertainment and lifestyle
hub that allows everyone in
Singapore to watch, play and
support sports and entertainment.
In terms of video surveillance,
the Singapore Sports Hub only
wanted the newest equipment
possible. The multifocal sensor
technology, Panomera from
Dallmeier, watches over the
spectator areas in the national
stadium. Unlike single-sensor
cameras, MFS technology utilises
several sensors, each of which has
a different focal length.
www.dallmeier.com

Granite helps Grey’s Marine
Grey’s Marine has implemented Granite Warehouse Management
Software from Cradle Technology Services at its Cape Town
production plant. Grey’s Marine processes and packages many of
the packaged fish products supplied to Woolworths. It receives
whole fish in bulk from various suppliers, which are then cleaned,
portioned, packaged and distributed to Woolworths stores
countrywide. As the whole fish are received, visibility in Granite
begins with the identification of exactly what has been received from
whom, against which purchase order. Granite manages the stock of
this raw material in the cold storage facility. Production planning
determines what must be issued to the factory, and this movement is
performed using Granite and a mobile scanner. Granite manages and
reports on the stock on hand in the cold store.
www.cradle.co.za

INTERNET
Online influencers are
the new billboards

MAD implements Sage ERP

Sage ERP ends spreadsheet chaos
Make a Difference (MAD), a non-profit organisation founded by
former Springbok captain Francois Pienaar, is implementing the
Sage ERP X3 and Sage CRM business solutions to streamline its
business processes, enhance relationships with stakeholders, and
improve its access to reporting information. Parity Software is the
Sage ERP business partner overseeing the implementation.
www.parity.co.za
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Mike Sharman, co-founder of digital
communications agency Retroviral
and co-founder of Webfluential, spoke
at ITWeb’s Digital Economy Summit
recently. He addressed the digital
revolution and its impact on how we
create, share and consume content.
Noting that “online influencers are the
Mike Sharman, Retroviral
billboards of 2015”, Sharman examined
disruption versus interruption and why, in the digital economy, brands
need to move away from awareness and closer to sales.
www.itweb.co.za
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If you’re in the IT channel, you’re probably used to the fact that IT has its own
language, and we’re not talking Cobol here.
For you, the words ‘mouse’, ‘tablets’ and ‘cloud’ have different
meanings than for most of the population. In your
world, a ‘security consultant’ is someone
who understands firewalls, not a
doorman at Teazers. And a ‘vendor’
isn’t someone who’s trying to sell
you sunglasses at the robot.
Whether you work at a vendor,
distributor, systems integrator,
value-added reseller, managed
services provider, technology
consultancy or run a computer shop,
you need to know what’s going on in the
fast-paced ICT world.
Written exclusively for the South African channel
with an independent focus, The Margin is designed
to provide you with insight into technology trends,
sales opportunities, tips on how to grow your
business and ultimately provide you with the
information you need to improve your margins.
If you want a fresh voice and different conversation
about what’s happening in the channel, The Margin speaks your
language.

To subscribe to receive The Margin magazine in
print for free, visit www.themargin.co.za today.
You can also download digital versions (PDF, or
for iPad and Android).
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